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“Global warming isn’t a prediction. It is happening.” – James Hansen 

All good things must come to an end and so is the case with non-renewable 

resources of energy. Created over years by forces of nature, our stock of non-

renewable energy sources is rapidly diminishing and also these sources are 

detrimental for the environment, so we must look at alternatives.  

To create a global awareness on the issue of global warming and climate 

change, on Sunday, 24th July 2022, a talk was organised by Rotaract Club Of 

The Collegein association with Rotary Club of Dhanbad. The resource person 

for the talk was Prof. Chetan Singh Solanki,Prof.at IIT Bombay, Founder of 

Energy Swaraj Foundation, Brand Ambassador of Solar Energy for Madhya 

Pradesh. Also referred as “Solar Man of India” or “Solar Gandhi”.  

The program started with the opening address of by Prof. Pushpa Tewari, club 

moderator of Rotaract club of Guru Nanak College, Dhanbad. She in her speech 

also introduced the relevancy of the topic chosen for the talk. After that, the 

Principal of the college Dr Sanjay Prasadproffered the welcome address and 

greeted everyone present for the talk. After this the talk along with PowerPoint 

Presentation started which was delivered by Prof. Chetan Singh Solanki. 

He talked extensively about Renewable sources of energy like solar energy, 

wind energy, hydro energy, geo thermal energy and said thatRenewable sources 

of energyprove to be an excellent alternative to the non-renewable sources. And 

the most potent among all Renewable sources of energy is definitely solar 



energy because after all sun is the basic source of all life and energy on earth. 

Water exists because of the sun, winds blow because of the sun and life thrives 

because of the sun, even the non-renewable resources are just solar energy 

converted into another form. So, the best alternative to non-renewable resources 

are renewable resources and the best among them is energy by the sun or what 

we know as solar energy.  

He also discussed about causes and effects of global warming and showed huge 

concerns on the rising temperature of the earth he said that Earth’s average 

temperature has risen over 1.5º F in the past century. It is projected to rise an 

additional 3º to 10º over the next 100 years.  

 He showed that the figures are disturbing, no one, including us felt that the 

threat would become so severe so quickly, and certainly not within our very 

lifetimes.  But in reality, we are already in grave especially because of massive 

output of carbon in atmosphere. 

The talk was followed by the question answer session in which the questions 

and the doubts from the audience were handled and cleared.Thepresident of the 

college Sardar RS Chahalpresented his opinion and showed his concern of 

global learning and said that we all need to be very beautiful towards our 

activities and should show serious concern for the betterment of environment.  

At the end of the programme, Sardar RS Chahalpresented a Shawl to 

Prof.Solanki, and the Secretary of the College Sardar DS Grewal presented a 

memento of the college to Prof.Chetan SSolanki as a memory.The Principal, Dr 

Sanjay Prasad presented the yearly college magazine Baisakhi to Mr Solanki. 

Theprogramme ended with the vote of thanks proposed by Prof.Deepak Kumar 

from Department of English. And as a last ritual everybody stood and sung the 

national anthem. 



After the program all the teachers and the students visited the bus on which 

Prof. Chetan Singh Solankiis carrying his energy Swaraj Yatra and saw that 

how the bus is completely operating on solar energy, the bus which has 

everything to be called as a home i.e., study area, washroom, bed space, living 

space, kitchen, AC and everything is functioning purely on solar energy 

Professor Solanki is traveling with his team on his Energy Swaraj Yatra from 

last 578 days and has travelled so far 16 states and around 25,000 km. He has 

been able to reach around 46,000 people and has made people aware about his 

mission. 

 

The program was coordinated by the moderator of Rotaract club and also the 

Coordinator of Department of Computer Application Prof.Pushpa Tewari. After 

the program all of all the teachers and the students visited the bus on which 

Prof.Solanki is carrying his energy Swaraj Yatra and saw that how the bus is 

completely operating on solar energy the bus which has everything to be called 

as a home that is a study area washroom bed space living space kitchen AC and 

everything on solar energy 

Apart from the president of the college Sardar RSChahal, Secretary of the 

college Sardar DS Grewal, Principal  of the college Dr. Sanjay Prasad, 

Coordinator BCA and Moderator Rotaract ClubProf.Pushpa Tewari,  the event 

was also attended by Prof.-in-charge girls’ wing Dr Ranjana Das, Prof.-in-

charge boys’ wing Prof.Amarjeet Singh, Dr Mina  Malkhandi, Prof.Sanjay 

Sinha, Prof.Santosh Kumar, Prof.Deepak Kumar, Prof.Chiranjit, Dr Varsha 

Singh, Prof.Surbhi, Ganesha, Prof.Piyush, Prof.Sonu, Prof.Anuradha, 

Prof.Snehal, Prof.Sadhana, Vsheshwari, Pinky, Sarita,Mousumi Suchitra, 

Simran and around 120 students from different departments of the college. 



 During the talk the members and president of Rotary Club of Dhanbad were 

also present.  
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